LOADER INTEGRATED ASSAULT PLATFORM

MARKER FEATURES
- High performance paintball marker with integrated loader
- Magnesium shells for high strength and light weight
- Break Beam Eyes in breech prevent ball chops
- Selector switch with 5 Firing modes - Semi, Burst, Ramping, Full Auto and Select Fire
- On/Off Regulator with easy-to-mount T-Slot rail
- Smooth, programmable bearing trigger with 3-way adjustment
- Removable side Picatinny rails and top Picatinny rails for accessories
- Inline pressure controlled poppet firing engine offers accurate fire and smooth shooting
- Proven Z2 loader performance with auto anti-jam
- Loader activates upon trigger pull, so constant feeding is guaranteed
- Capable of being 300fps with continuous loading
- Self-calibrating loader speed sensor
- Tool-less basic maintenance and battery change
- Battery level indicator
- 6 AA battery operation for all electronics

The innovative genius of Empire Paintball has been at it again with the creation of the Empire BT D*Fender. This radical design moves the loader from off the top of the marker and places it within the stock in this bullpup-style masterpiece. The D*Fender has ultra-strong, lightweight magnesium shells with the high performance guts of our markers and a Z2 loader inside. Reduce your silhouette and never take a hit on your loader again. Forget to name, with the D*Fender in your hands, you'll attack!
THE MARKER THAT IS A SYMBOL OF POWER

THE PINNACLE OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

The Empire Vanquish marker is a symbol of power. The incomparable performance and key design elements meet every need of the elite paintball player. The Vanquish uses an adapted Pressure Balanced Spool Valve engine that has been transformed to reduce first shot drop off and increase efficiency. Empire is the pinnacle of advanced technology, where a hyper-accurate pressure transducer has replaced the gauge to provide input pressure readings. The extra large OLED screen and 5-way joystick navigation provide an ultra intuitive user experience that the interchangeable panel system that belongs to any player’s painted life. The innovative design allows the entire marker to be maintained using the push button bolt removal system and yet only requires a single hex wrench for every screw. The lightweight, easily moveable and easy access to the board and USB interface, where custom Empire software allows you to change settings and design your own custom boot-up screen via USB cable and computer. The Vanquish shoots super-smooth, super-quiet and super-accurate with the carbon fiber Super Freak barrel. Empire has created the new standard in paintball and with the Vanquish in your hands, you will defeat any challenger.

SOFTWARE FEATURES
- Slick Assistant: Lubricant Monitoring System alerts you when you need to lube your gun
- Customizable Ramping and Full-Auto Modes to max out your marker’s performance
- Precision Pressure Sensor for On-screen Pressure Readout: No External Gauge Needed
- OLED Display with Super Bright 2000:1 Contrast Ratio
- Push Button Bolt Removal with Hinged Frame for ultra quick maintenance
- Carbon Fiber Super Freak Barrel Kit with Five Inserts

HARDWARE FEATURES
- Pressure Balanced Spool Valve Firing Engine
- Precision Airflow Sensor for On-screen Pressure Readout: No External Gauge Needed
- OLED Display with Super Bright 2000:1 Contrast Ratio
- Push Button Bolt Removal with Hinged Frame for ultra quick maintenance
- Carbon Fiber Super Freak Barrel Kit with Five Inserts

VANQUISH MARKER
CUT THROUGH A FOREST OF OPPOSITION

What do you need to cut through a forest of opposition… the AXE! The Empire AXE is the newest paintball marker from the mad scientists at Empire Paintball. The new shape and extended grip frame give you a comfortable firing position for all day play. The Empire Paintball Relay ASA Regulator ASA makes air bottle removal using the lever, quick and easy. The unique push button, tool-less bolt removal system makes maintaining the AXE paintball gun simple, at the end of the day. The proven mini break-beam eye system and electronics, power this marker to ultra fast firing that is gentle on paintballs. Wield the AXE, the newest paintball gun from Empire Paintball and cut down everyone in your way.

- Unique Push Button Bolt Removal System For Easy Maintenance
- Empire Relay Regulator ASA with ON/OFF Lever Makes Tank Removal a Breeze
- Extended Grip Frame and Grip for Increased Comfort
- Lightweight And Shaving Taper Carbine Smooth Firing Action
- Accurate, Lightweight, Aluminum Barrel Hills Your Target
- Integrated Break Beam Anti-Chop Eyes Eliminates Chopped Balls
- Clamping Feedneck-No Tools to Mount the Loader

THE PERFECT PLAYER’S MARKER

RELAY ASA WITH ON/OFF REGULATOR MAKES TANK REMOVAL A BREEZE

BOLT REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR EASY MAINTENANCE

DUST/GLOSS BLACK/GREEN

DUST/GLOSS RED
Our creative think-tank has incorporated our patented valve and flow technology design into this high performance tournament grade marker. The single tube poppet system is not only innovative, but it delivers on a promise of incredible velocity, consistency and accuracy. The MINI™ is small, but ergonomically designed to fit right and exceed your expectations. There are NO HOSES or barbs anywhere in this gun and circuit boards have eliminated almost every wire in the MINI™.

- Crazy fast Rate-of-Fire
- Outstanding velocity consistency
- Integrated Break Beam anti-cheat eyes
- Multiple adjustable firing modes
- Clamping feed neck
- Air feed primus
- No hoses
- Lifetime limited warranty
Built upon the foundation of the legendary Autococker design, Empire Paintball has created the Sniper, a new tournament level pump marker with a classic name. Bud Orr created the original Sniper in 1986, listening to Rock me Amadeus on the radio and creating the legacy that became WGP. This new Sniper incorporates the same DNA while adding the touches you expect from Empire. Cool styling, rugged reliability, and optimal performance. With the Sniper, stay true to the past, but perform like the present.

- Vertical feed design
- 300 psi gauge can be placed on either side
- Removable vertical pump assist plate
- AUTO-Trigger for rapid firing
- Hinged regulator with internal adapter
- Forwarded On/Off ASA with bleed
- Delta pump handle and sled
- Dual stainless steel pump rods for maximum stability

The Empire Resurrection paintball gun is the Autococker reborn. Its new school style with old school accuracy. Taking the best designs out of the WGP closet, we’ve created a super smooth and accurate Cocker that players of all generations will love. All the bells and whistles are installed to make the Resurrection live up to the beloved Autococker legacy from WGP with an Empire twist. Step onto the field, but not back in time with the Empire Resurrection in your hands.

- Closed Bolt System for Extreme Accuracy
- Incredibly stable firing platform
- 14” Aluminum 2-piece barrel
- Removable barrel tip with quick lever on/off bottom line ASA
- Deluxe super psychedelic travel case
- Autococker barrel thread
- 5 bore inserts to accommodate virtually any size paint for greater accuracy and efficiency on 0.675, 0.680, 0.685, 0.690, 0.695
diameter
- 14” Aluminum barrel tip with reduced drag, improving accuracy and hit percentages on your shots
- Aluminum barrel back-compatible with all original Freak Barrel Kits
- Deluxe super psychedelic travel case
- Autococker barrel thread
- Creates ball spin to curve shots onto impossible targets
- Shoot a left hook, right hook, drop shot, or long flat trajectory shots with the twist of the barrel
- Adjustable ramp switch controls the level of spin
- Tool-less disassembly for easy maintenance
- Fits Super Freak barrel backs
Paintball players at all levels are using the new Empire Prophecy Z2 Loader. From Amateur to Pro/Tournament to Woodsball. All have one thing in common: WINNING!
The Z2 loader continues the Prophecy tradition of reliability and performance.

- No tools needed for assembly and disassembly
- Infrared sensors provide automatic ball jam clearance
- Sound activated force feeding
- Low profile and lightweight
- New drive carrier for consistent and faster feeding
- Capacity: 200 paintballs
- On a marker, hands down the fastest ever

Z2 PROPHECY LOADER

The Empire® E-Vents™ Goggle System is a low profile goggle system designed to present a minimal target. Made of a soft, flexible dual-density material for comfort, the streamlined design keeps you in the game by deflecting glancing paintballs. The vents are designed to move exhaled breath out through the vents to the outside of the mask. This vent design, along with the internal side baffles, prevents warm moist air from crossing the lens to prevent fogging. The soft ear design flexes to accommodate your ear position comfortably and does not compromise hearing.

- Sleek, low profile shape
- Excellent ventilation and voice projection
- Optically correct lenses for zero sight distortion
- Quick release lens system
- Removable and replaceable soft ear pieces
- Adjustable silicone strap to keep the goggle secure
- Includes visor, brow shield and microfiber bag
The Empire® E-Vents™ Goggle System is a low profile goggle system designed to present a minimal target. Made of a soft, flexible dual-density material for comfort, the streamlined design keeps you in the game by deflecting glancing paintballs. The vents are designed to move exhaled breath out through the vents to the outside of the mask. This vent design, along with the internal side baffles, prevents warm moist air from crossing the lens to prevent fogging. The soft ear design flexes to accommodate your ear position comfortably and does not compromise hearing.

- Sleek, low profile shape
- Excellent ventilation and voice projection
- Optically correct lens for zero sight distortion
- Quick release lens system
- Removable and replaceable soft ear pieces
- Adjustable silicon strap to keep the goggle secure
- Includes visor, brow shield and microfiber bag

**Superior Optics, Super Light Weight**

The Empire® E-Vents™ Goggle System offers superior optics and super lightweight construction for optimal performance in paintballing.
The Empire® E-Vents™ Goggle System is a low profile goggle system designed to present a minimal target. Made of a soft, flexible dual-density material for comfort, the streamlined design keeps you in the game by deflecting glancing paintballs. The vents are designed to move exhaled breath out through the vents to the outside of the mask. This vent design, along with the internal side baffles, prevents warm moist air from crossing the lens to prevent fogging. The soft ear design flexes to accommodate your ear position comfortably and does not compromise hearing.

- Sleek, low profile design
- Excellent ventilation and voice projection
- Optically correct lens for zero sight distortion
- Quick release lens system
- Removable and replaceable soft ear pieces
- Adjustable silicone strap to keep the goggle secure
- Includes visor, brow shield and microfiber bag

E-VENT GOOGLE

SLEEK, LOW PROFILE DESIGN

BLACK
GREY
RED
BLUE
WHITE
The Helix hardcore base model - a hardshell mask. The Helix offers a single or thermal pane lens. All models come with a Vents “Browser” combined Visor and Brow Shield. The Helix model takes player comfort and upgradability to new levels the Dual Density foam giving players the best comfort and the interchangeable lens. Get started fast with a Helix.

- Clear lens (Available in dual-pane thermal or thermal-cured anti-fog single pane lens)
- Browser Visor (Household coated)
- Grey and black Vents logo strap
- Easy lens changeability
- Firm plastic mask for protection

Helix Goggle Systems

Get started fast with a Helix.
The Empire LTD FT jersey has been designed and created by and for top paintball teams, culminating in an unmatched combination of style and performance features. In the past, you could smash your opponents or you could look good. Now, smash your opponents look good, stay cool and take bounces all at the same time with the LTD FT paintball jersey! High-tech mesh panels help make the LTD FT paintball jersey light and breathable, encouraging the utmost air flow, keeping the player cool while heating up the field. Elbow, forearm and chest padding protects the player from the impacts of sliding, diving or incoming paintballs.

- Engineered mesh panels provide passive cooling while keeping the jersey light and comfortable
- Strategically placed padded nylon slider forearms for ultimate protection during sliding and crawling. Get into the snake or hit that corner with confidence, not fear of turf burns or scrapes.
- Individual serial numbers on every jersey for a true “limited edition”
- Fully articulated elbow padding to defend against bounces and protect you when diving
- Clarino™ leather thumbhole loops keep the jersey’s sleeves where they belong, add protection and even allow for spray and splatter removal from goggle lenses!

**ENGINEERED MESH PANELS PROVIDE COOLING**

**STRATEGICALLY PLACED BIO-FOAM PANELS**

**LTD FT JERSEY**

The Empire LTD FT jersey has been designed and created by and for top paintball teams, culminating in an unmatched combination of style and performance features. In the past, you could smash your opponents or you could look good. Now, smash your opponents look good, stay cool and take bounces all at the same time with the LTD FT paintball jersey! High-tech mesh panels help make the LTD FT paintball jersey light and breathable, encouraging the utmost air flow, keeping the player cool while heating up the field. Elbow, forearm and chest padding protects the player from the impacts of sliding, diving or incoming paintballs.

- Engineered mesh panels provide passive cooling while keeping the jersey light and comfortable
- Strategically placed padded nylon slider forearms for ultimate protection during sliding and crawling. Get into the snake or hit that corner with confidence, not fear of turf burns or scrapes.
- Individual serial numbers on every jersey for a true “limited edition”
- Fully articulated elbow padding to defend against bounces and protect you when diving
- Clarino™ leather thumbhole loops keep the jersey’s sleeves where they belong, add protection and even allow for spray and splatter removal from goggle lenses!
Three years ago, we polled our top teams and heard one resounding request in a paintball pant and jersey - “less weight, more venting, same great protection.” The Empire FT Contact Zero jersey for 2014 is a lighter, less constricting paintball jersey designed to help keep you cool, comfortable and unimpeded in the heat and humidity of the season. Plenty of mesh ventilation at the front and rear of the jersey encourages massive air movement and helps wick moisture away. Bio-foam shoulders & padded elbows with abrasion resistant nylon allow for a truly durable jersey no matter how light and breathable it feels.

- Ultra-lightweight, for ease of movement
- Maximum amount of mesh ventilation for maximum air flow front to back.
- Bio-foam Padded cuffs with perforated clarion leather palm for the ultimate protection and breathability.
- Articulated Bio-foam shoulders & abrasive resistant nylon on your forearms.
- Lycra Stretch forearms and cuff for that custom fit over your elbow pads.

CONTACT ZERO FT JERSEY

PREVAIL FT JERSEY

Aggressively designed, stylishly appointed and packed with features, the Empire Prevail FT paintball jersey stands apart from other paintball jerseys. Light and comfortable, the Prevail FT jersey features plenty of mesh ventilation to keep the wearer cool, while soft comfortable cuffs and collar and integrated elbow pads add a layer of protection during rough play.

- Mesh side panels for maximum air flow
- Soft, ribbed cuffs easy to slip over Empire elbow pads and gloves
- Comfortable, stylish v-neck collar
- Integrated elbow pads
- Upper chest padding for the ultimate protection
Light and comfortable yet packed with features, Empire Prevail FT paintball pants are perfect for players who demand a quality set of pants that won’t weigh them down inside the net. These are the “fast pants” for the fast guys making those big moves. If you’re a game-breaking player that needs paintball pants that won’t hold you back, you’ve come to the right place. Groin and knee padding protect your valuable assets, mesh ventilation keeps the air moving and an adjustable waist ensures a perfect fit, game after game.

- Knee and groin padding to defend against injuries to your body and your pride
- Swab pockets that will also hold your wallet
- Mesh ventilation for air circulation
- Adjustable waist- because we’re all different sizes no matter what the number on your jeans says.

PREVAIL FT JERSEY

We polled our top teams and heard one resounding request in a paintball pant – “less weight, more venting, same great protection.” The 2014 Empire FT Contact Zero pants are lighter, less constricting paintball pants designed to help keep you cool, comfortable and unimpeded in the heat and humidity of the season. The main body material is 100% laser perforated for ventilation at the front and rear of the pant that encourages massive air movement and helps Wick moisture away. Adjustable ankle vents and waist allow for a truly custom fit while plenty of knee padding keeps you safe no matter how hard you slide in.

- Ultra-lightweight, for ease of movement
- Microfiber cloth on a bungee cord inside the pocket for cleaning goggle lenses!
- Dual swab pockets.
- Adjustable waist- because no two players are the same size
- Maximum amount of mesh ventilation for maximum airflow
- Plenty of padding where you need it and “Zero” where you don’t.
- Adjustable waist tabs for the perfect fit, every time you put them on.
- Additional wide belt loops- keep your pants where you want them or just make a fashion statement!

LIMITED EDITION

LTD FT PANTS

Empire LTD FT Paintball Pants were made for serious players like you. Pre-curved 1080D Nylon knee and shin protection backed by dual-density foam keep your knees and shins safe on rough surfaces, while groin and hip pads protect vital areas from impacts or while sliding and diving. An adjustable waist, wide belt loops, and adjustable leg cuffs help to create the perfect fit, while the padded hip and support areas and plenty of ventilation will keep players comfortable and cool even in the hottest conditions. Comfortable and attractive, yet virtually indestructible, Empire LTD FT pants are the best paintball pants you’ll ever find.

- Self-contouring hip-slider pads for the ultimate in comfort and protection.
- Individual Serial numbers on every pair for a true “limited edition”
- 1080D Nylon reinforced dual-density knee padding. The most technically advanced knee pads in a paintball pant anywhere.
- Groin padding. If you have to ask, you probably don’t play.
- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Armored, padded, water and dirt resistant zipper tucks – no more ball breaks on your zippers taking you out of that $10,000 game!

- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Self-contouring hip-slider pads for the ultimate in comfort and protection.
- Individual Serial numbers on every pair for a true “limited edition”
- 1080D Nylon reinforced dual-density knee padding. The most technically advanced knee pads in a paintball pant anywhere.
- Groin padding. If you have to ask, you probably don’t play.
- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Armored, padded, water and dirt resistant zipper tucks – no more ball breaks on your zippers taking you out of that $10,000 game!

CONTACT ZERO FT PANTS

Light and comfortable yet packed with features, Empire Prevail FT paintball pants are perfect for players who demand a quality set of pants that won’t weigh them down inside the net. These are the “best pants” for the best guys making those big moves. If you’re a game-breaking player that needs paintball pants that won’t hold you back, you’ve come to the right place. Groin and knee padding protect your valuable assets, mesh ventilation keeps the air moving and an adjustable waist ensures a perfect fit, game after game.

- Mason and groin padding to defend against injuries to your body and your pride
- Swab pockets that will also hold your wallet
- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Adjustable waist- because we’re all different sizes no matter what the number on your pants says.

PREVAIL FT JERSEY

- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Self-contouring hip-slider pads for the ultimate in comfort and protection.
- Individual Serial numbers on every pair for a true “limited edition”
- 1080D Nylon reinforced dual-density knee padding. The most technically advanced knee pads in a paintball pant anywhere.
- Groin padding. If you have to ask, you probably don’t play.
- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Armored, padded, water and dirt resistant zipper tucks – no more ball breaks on your zippers taking you out of that $10,000 game!

- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Self-contouring hip-slider pads for the ultimate in comfort and protection.
- Individual Serial numbers on every pair for a true “limited edition”
- 1080D Nylon reinforced dual-density knee padding. The most technically advanced knee pads in a paintball pant anywhere.
- Groin padding. If you have to ask, you probably don’t play.
- Breathable mesh interior liner and plenty of ventilation – it’s like having air-conditioned pants!
- Armored, padded, water and dirt resistant zipper tucks – no more ball breaks on your zippers taking you out of that $10,000 game!
Empire’s LTD FT gloves pack everything right about a paintball glove into every pair, so you can stop worrying about welted, bruised and bloody hands, and get wins instead. Full-finger protection with the speed and trigger sensitivity of half-finger gloves, allowing the player to play with confidence yet shoot as fast as possible. Integrated pads protect the fingers, knuckles and back of the hand, and Kevlar™ guards the palms for diving into those up-front bunkers. A microfiber thumb panel helps the wearer keep their goggle lenses clean during play. Comfortable, yet offering plenty of protection.

- Clarino™, vented palms that won’t bleed onto your skin!
- Velcro™ wrist-closures keep these gloves secure during the most intense play.
- Kevlar™ reinforced palms – Slide all you want, these gloves can take it!
- Medical Velcro™ closure with gusset keeping your gloves on and the dirt and paint out
- Microfiber thumb panels to help remove spray and splatter from goggle lenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

LTD FT GLOVES

Some players just can’t stand wearing gloves, but the first time they put their hand down sliding on turf or over rough ground, they’ll wish they’d had something of protection. The Empire Prevail Gripz Paintball Glove provides the ultimate feeling of playing without gloves, while offering protection from dirt, rocks and hard while sliding, diving and crawling! Sheet fast with two fingers, dive in hard and still go to work Monday without bandages, burns and scabs on your hands with the Empire Prevail Gripz Glove!

- Kevlar™ reinforced, silicone printed palm for grip and durability
- Stretch cuff opening to keep the glove where it belongs
- Open fingers for maximum comfort, high speed shooting
- High Density Padding on the back of the hand protects from incoming paintballs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PREVAIL GRIPZ

Empire’s Contact FT gloves feature Contact Fingers, the most sensitive, tactile fingers ever on a paintball glove, allowing you to relive the protection of full finger armor while still pulling the micro-switch triggers of modern tournament markers fast enough to smash the opposition! Clarino™ palms, armored fingers and hand areas, Lymp™ fingers and Kevlar™, making these the toughest, most versatile and durable gloves available.

- Clarino™ palms for comfort.
- Kevlar™ reinforced palms – While all you want, these gloves can take it!
- Medical Velcro™ closure with gusset keeping your gloves on and the dirt and paint out
- Microfiber thumb panels to help remove spray and splatter from goggle lenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
MAXIMUM PROTECTION
THE CHOICE OF TOP PROFESSIONALS

THT PRO CHEST PROTECTOR
- Shock cord loops. They loop on the arm sleeves that attach to your Grind THT elbow pads to keep everything where it belongs.
- Stretch mesh for maximum movement and breathability.
- Heat vents in the main front and back pads.
- Pre-curved pads for maximum range of motion and comfort.
- Side protections that won’t get in the way during your “run-through.”

THT KNEE/SHIN PAD
- Molded EVA knee and shin padding for the ultimate protection on any playing surface.
- Velcro™ straps hold pads in place even through running, crawling, and sliding.
- Breathable Lycra™ construction and maximum ventilation for cool comfort.

THT ELBOW PAD
- Thumbhole loops and adjustable wrist and bicep straps for a truly custom fit.
- Thermal molded and padded back of hand for added protection from impacts and dives.
- Plenty of ventilation to keep you cool in the hottest conditions.
- Memory foam padding within EVA foam padding for the ultimate defense.

THT SLIDE SHORT
- Packed with padding for the very best personal protection. Admit it - you'd cry if you got shot there without it.
- New knee pad loops hold knee pads up where they belong and prevent bunching.
- Moisture-wicking materials and mesh construction prevent that “not so fresh feeling.”
- Input from top professionals makes these the most comfortable Slide Shorts ever!

THT KNEE PAD
- Pre-curved for maximum range of motion and comfort - knee pads shouldn't make the game LESS comfortable!
- Memory foam core for a perfect fit and maximum comfort every time.
- New loops on the knee pads that attach to your Grind THT Slide shorts ensure every thing stays where it belongs.
- Stretch mesh backing to resist binding behind the knee.
- Terry cloth lining to minimize irritation and prevent chafing.
- Massive ventilation because sweaty pads mean stinky pads.
- Velcro™ straps to keep the pads perfectly placed - a knee pad twisted around to the side of your leg is useless.

THT ELBOW PAD
- Pre-curved loops on the arm sleeves that attach to your Grind THT elbow pads to keep everything where it belongs.
- Stretch mesh for maximum movement and breathability.
- Heat vents in the main front and back pads.
- Pre-curved pads for maximum range of motion and comfort.
- Side protections that won’t get in the way during your “run-through.”

THT KNEE PAD
- High-quality mesh lining
- Side protections that wrap for more confidence during your “run-through”.
- Pre-curved pads for maximum range of motion and comfort.
- Stretch mesh lining to minimize irritation and prevent chafing.
- Moisture-wicking materials and mesh construction prevent that “not so fresh feeling.”
- Input from top professionals makes these the most comfortable Slide Shorts ever!

THT SLIDE SHORT
- High-quality mesh lining
- Stretch mesh backing to resist binding behind the knee.
- Terry cloth lining to minimize irritation and prevent chafing.
- Massive ventilation because sweaty pads mean stinky pads.
- Velcro™ straps to keep the pads perfectly placed - a knee pad twisted around to the side of your leg is useless.

THT SLIDE SHORT
- High-quality mesh lining
- Side protections that wrap for more confidence during your “run-through”.
- Pre-curved pads for maximum range of motion and comfort.
- Stretch mesh lining to minimize irritation and prevent chafing.
- Moisture-wicking materials and mesh construction prevent that “not so fresh feeling.”
- Input from top professionals makes these the most comfortable Slide Shorts ever!
**HEX GEAR BAGS**

**XLT GEAR BAG**
The XLT can handle all the rough terrain, airport obstacles, rental vans and pickup truck beds that even the most-traveled paintball veteran can throw at it. Brand new for this year it has a hard shell molded goggle protector pocket. A hide-away changing mat provides a dry place to change after a muddy day in the mud and a ventilated compartment can store the ready gear after a dirty, sweaty, pain-covered day. With compartments and pockets everywhere, the Empire XLT paintball gear bag can carry all the markers, bottles, goggle, air, tools and clothes you can fit!

- Molded Hard Shell Goggle protector pocket. Perfect keeping your face mask and soft
ears in the shape, and also for storing hats you don’t want bent or damaged.

- Full-length changing mat provides a dry, clean place to change from game gear to casual
clothing and back again.

- Rain cover prevents moisture and splatter from ruining the gear bag or the
trunk of your car.

- Removable padded dual-marker case, so you also have your backups ready to rock
trunk of your car.

- Molded Hard Shell Goggle protector pocket. Perfect keeping your face mask and soft
ears in the shape, and also for storing hats you don’t want bent or damaged.

- Separate mesh pocket for storing your wet, muddy gear or cleats

- External tool pouch

- Shoulder straps for the ultimate in traveling versatility

- Mobile organizer and key ring clip

- Adjustable, padded shoulder straps

- Mesh contoured and padded back section to help dissipate heat

- Hidden back panel pockets to keep your valuable close to your body

- Separate external phone charger pockets for quick access

- Expansion mesh side pockets to accommodate whatever size water bottle you prefer

- Mobile organizer pockets for electronics or personal items with key ring clip

- Padded, adjustable, sturdy shoulder straps

- Large main compartment for plenty of cargo capacity

- Stretch mesh water bottle or air tank side pockets.

- Separate external phone charger and tool pockets for quick access

- Mobile organizer and key ring clip

- Large main compartment for plenty of cargo capacity

- Stretch mesh water bottle or air tank side pockets.

- Separate external phone charger and tool pockets for quick access

- Mobile organizer and key ring clip

- Large main compartment for plenty of cargo capacity

- Stretch mesh water bottle or air tank side pockets.

- Separate external phone charger and tool pockets for quick access

- Mobile organizer and key ring clip

**TRANSIT GEAR BAG**
The ideal gear bag for the travelling paintball player who needs to carry it all but keep it nea-bly. The Empire Transit Bag can handle it. Brand new for this year it has a hard shell molded
goggle protector pocket. Perfect for protecting your face goggle from being crushed or
maybe even your favorite hat. Durable and a comfortable telescoping pull handle allow
you a player to drag this paintball gear bag and all of their equipment through any airport or
picking it up while on a set of durable backpack straps allow you to shoulder the bag conven-
tionally and flat if necessary, no matter what the terrain.

- Molded Hard Shell Goggle protector pocket. Perfect keeping your face mask and soft
ears in the shape, and also for storing hats you don’t want bent or damaged.

- Massive main compartments to store everything from markers to air bottles and clothing

- Removable padded gun case

- Shoulder straps for the ultimate in traveling versatility

- External tool pouch

**TRANSIT GEAR BAG**
The ideal gear bag for the travelling paintball player who needs to carry it all but keep it nea-bly. The Empire Transit Bag can handle it. Brand new for this year it has a hard shell molded
goggle protector pocket. Perfect for protecting your face goggle from being crushed or
maybe even your favorite hat. Durable and a comfortable telescoping pull handle allow
you a player to drag this paintball gear bag and all of their equipment through any airport or
picking it up while on a set of durable backpack straps allow you to shoulder the bag conven-
tionally and flat if necessary, no matter what the terrain.

- Molded Hard Shell Goggle protector pocket. Perfect keeping your face mask and soft
ears in the shape, and also for storing hats you don’t want bent or damaged.

- Massive main compartments to store everything from markers to air bottles and clothing

- Removable padded gun case

- Shoulder straps for the ultimate in traveling versatility

- External tool pouch

**CARRY ON GEAR BAG**
Brand new for this year it has a hard shell molded protection pocket. Smaller than most
other gear bags yet still fully capable of holding everything a player could ever need, the
CARRY On bag offers a large internal compartment with a built-in shoe pocket that can be
accessed from a front zipper without opening the main bag and putting your other gear
dirty. Durable wheels help the carrier roll over anything and a strong, telescoping handle
means pulling it along is simple. Built to last, the new Empire Carry-on can handle anything
traveling paintball can throw at it.

- Molded Hard Shell Goggle protector pocket. Great for valuables you don’t want crushed
like glasses or electronics.

- Compact enough for efficient travel or airline overhead compartment yet large enough to hold it all.

- Separate shoe or dirty clothes compartment to keep separate from the rest of your gear.

- Compartments and pouches for everything a player will ever need at the field.

- Telescoping pull handle

- Durable nylon construction for years of flawless service

**TRANSIT GEAR BAG**
The ideal gear bag for the travelling paintball player who needs to carry it all but keep it nea-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tionally and flat if necessary, no matter what the terrain.
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**CARRY ON GEAR BAG**
Brand new for this year it has a hard shell molded protection pocket. Smaller than most
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A simple, durable yet feature-packed backpack, the Empire Hardshell’s large, nylon lined
main compartment can hold all sorts of gear while clips and expansion pockets can help
hail accessories, goggle, and pack! Organizer pockets and a separate area for a marker or
laptop mean the bag is as versatile as it is capable, while padding and adjustable straps
make it easier to haul around from place to place. The Empire Hardshell is the bag
that can fit in the trunk of the most-traveled paintball enthusiast.

- Molded Hard Shell Goggle protector pocket. Great for valuable you don’t want crushed
like glasses or electronics.

- Padded and breathable mesh with separate lid sleeve

- Mobile organizer pockets for electronics or personal items with key ring clip

- Mesh contoured and padded back section to help dissipate heat

- Separate external phone charger and tool pockets for quick access

- Stretch mesh water bottle or air tank side pockets.

**BRIEF PACK GEAR BAG**
A laptop has become an essential part of everyday life for the tech-savvy paintball player.
Carry your laptop and the rest of your stuff in style with the Empire Briefpack. Plenty of
padding, pouches and pockets make the Briefpack perfect for work, school or hitting the
roadlight and looking good doing it!

- Padded laptop compartment keeps laptops safe and secure with separate lid sleeve

- Expansion mesh side pockets to accommodate whatever size water bottle you prefer

- Separate external phone charger pockets for quick access

- Hidden back panel pockets to keep your valuable close to your body

- Mesh contoured and padded back section to help dissipate heat

- Adjustable, padded shoulder straps

- Mobile organizer and key ring clip
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- Telescoping pull handle

- Durable nylon construction for years of flawless service

**DAY PACK GEAR BAG**
Head back to school, back to work or down the street in style with the Empire Daypack!
A simple, durable and stylish basic backpack perfect for everyday life between paintball
games, the Empire Daypack can handle everything from books and paperwork to changes
down town.

- Mobile organizer and key ring clip

- Adjustable, padded shoulder straps

- Mesh contoured and padded back section to help dissipate heat

- Hidden back panel pockets to keep your valuable close to your body

- Separate external phone charger and tool pockets for quick access

- Stretch mesh water bottle or air tank side pockets.
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The RPS name/formulation has a long and deep history in paintball. For 30 years the RPS Advanced Formula has been refined to provide the most consistent paintballs in the market year after year. RPS Advanced formulas were the first to be specifically engineered based on playing style. Marballizer, Evil, and Bright Glow fill were the first paintballs and fill created specifically for competitive paintball play.

Today Empire Paintball and the RPS Advanced Formula continue to build on our rich heritage and advance paintball worldwide. The RPS Advanced Formula continues to be recognized as the most consistent high quality paintball as well as the winningest ball in tournament paintball history. With billions of RPS Advanced Formula paintballs shot every year, RPS is the most shot, most feared paintball in the world.

- Shoot the Best! Shoot Empire RPS Advance Formula!

Performance is proven on every shot. More players trust the performance of RPS paintballs than any other ball in the world. At Empire, we deliver performance in our paintballs through rigorous research and development, quality manufacturing, and player testing and validation. Together these efforts result in the world’s best performing paint, designed to help you play better. Whether you are a professional or a weekend player, at Empire, we know all paint-ballers want the same thing: Performance.
Harness the innovative RPS Advanced Technology to keep balls flying straight and always breaking on target. These perfect spheres are built to withstand humidity and other elements that can take their toll on paintball performance. Marballizer is the paint of choice for some of the world’s finest teams.

- Consistent roundness and fewer barrel breaks
- Dead-on accuracy from straight ball flight
- RPS Advantage shell breaks on contact
- Higher fill weight leaves thick, neon marks

Shoot what the pros shoot. All-Star™ Paintballs were designed specifically for the tournament player...now you can shoot like a pro on your way to becoming one! Accuracy, consistent fill technology, and superior fill are what give you the advantage. Works extremely well in low-pressure systems.

- Very consistent and accurate in shot placement
- Breaks on target, not in your barrel
- Thick, heavy, immature fill
- Consistent roundness with minimal seams

Ultra Evil Paintballs are the top of the line paint that winning tournament teams use. The tournament level shell has a perfect thickness and the fill is super bright for competitive play. If you’re serious about paintball you better use Evil because you can bet that the other teams do.

- The Winningest Paint in Tournament History
- The Most Favored Paint in The World
- The Highest Performance Paint Available
- It’s Not the Paint that Sinks, It’s You!

The paint that set the industry standard for accuracy and reliable performance continues its tradition today. Premium® Paintballs are still the #1 selling paintball in the world. Premium® paintballs use patented breakthrough technology to produce one of the finest balls in the history of the sport.

- Finest field level paintball
- Consistent roundness
- Excellent accuracy
- Works well with any marker

Ultra Evil Paintballs

- The Winningest Paint in Tournament History
- The Most Favored Paint in The World
- The Highest Performance Paint Available
- It’s Not the Paint that Sinks, It’s You!

Marballizer

- Consistent roundness and fewer barrel breaks
- Dead-on accuracy from straight ball flight
- RPS Advantage shell breaks on contact
- Higher fill weight leaves thick, neon marks

All-Star

- Very consistent and accurate in shot placement
- Breaks on target, not in your barrel
- Thick, heavy, immature fill
- Consistent roundness with minimal seams

Premium

- Finest field level paintball
- Consistent roundness
- Excellent accuracy
- Works well with any marker

TOURNAMENT GRADE PAINTBALLS

ADVANCED GRADE

ALL-STAR

ADVANCED GRADE

PREMIUM

EVIL

MARBALLIZER
Polar Ice® paintballs are specially designed to perform in cold conditions, allowing players to extend the playing season and play with confidence. The #1 cold weather paintball in the industry is the one players can trust to perform in every climate and every season.

- #1 Cold weather paintball
- Special cold weather fill formula
- Shells designed to break during low temperatures
- Thick, neon-colored fill

This performance oriented, bright two-tone ball continues to be a premier field ball and a hot choice for local and regional events. Formula 13™ is a quality ball that will exceed the expectations of every recreational player.

- Premier paintball for recreational or field use
- Two-tone shells break on impact
- Fill marks but doesn't stain

Empire knows that paintballers are not made of money, that’s why they made Hot-box paintballs. They are a consistent paintball with a recreation grade shell and a bright fill.

- Special fill and shell for cold weather play
- Medium shell works well with all markers
- Thick fill brightly shows hits

Heat™ is the most familiar and popular entry level paint in the world. Its superb quality and consistent fill makes it the perfect choice for the paintball newcomer or cost-conscious player. Put these paintballs in your marker and see if the opposition can withstand the Heat.

- The perfect paintball for those on a budget
- Quality shell will fly where you aim it
- Consistent fill will mark your hits

This metallic two tone ball not only looks great but flies true and breaks on impact. Specially formulated for use at paintball fields, Custom Blend allows the player to have a great experience with minimal clean up for the field owner making it the perfect choice for your paintball field.

- Specialized formula for your fields needs
- Two-tone shell 1/2 metallic beaks on impact
- Bright marking fill that lets players know they hit the target

This is a medium level paint with a specific fill and shell for cold weather play. It’s designed just right for the local tournament player or serious scenario player and features a medium shell with a thick fill.
BOOM